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- This is a lot of work!
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**Search and beliefs:**
50% of borrowers only consider one lender...
60% report believing that *prices are roughly the same across lenders*...
Questions:
★ Need more descriptive work...
★ What factors predict search? Awareness?
★ Do searchers pay less?
Summary of the Model

- **Ingredients:** Differentiation + Search cost + Awareness

- **Expected utility:**
  
  *Aware options (≈ 30):* \( u_{ij} = E_{p,i} [\delta_j - \alpha p_j + \epsilon_{it}] \)
  
  *Unaware options (≈ 10K):* \( u_{i0} = \sum_h \rho_h E_{p,h} [\delta_h - \alpha p_j + \epsilon_{it}] \)

- **Two consumer types:**
  
  *Rational:* Use the empirical price distribution of prices (Informa lenders)
  
  *LOP:* Assume that \( p_{ij} = \bar{p}_i \) for all \( j \)

- **Search protocol:**
  
  Reservation utility: \( E_{p,i} [\max\{\delta_j - \alpha p_j + \epsilon_{it} - r_j, 0\}] = c \)
  
  Rank options (incl. 0): \( r_i^{(1)} > r_i^{(2)} > \cdots > r_i^{(J)} \)
  
  Stopping rule: Continue searching if \( u^* < r_i^{(k)} \).
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- **Suggested change:**
  
  *Initial quote:* Pre-qualifying lender (e.g. home bank or realtor’ “personal” broker)
  *Choice-set:* Realtor suggest J additional lenders (e.g. max EU)
  *Search:* Consumer decide to investigate J or not.